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(B) How to make an installation of your stuff.  
 
Once you have decided on all the stuff you want to show, that is only part of how you “tell 
your story” through curation. One way to think about it is to understand the stuff or things 
that you want to show as the words of a paragraph, but they still need to be arranged in a way 
that makes sense or—more importantly—says what you want it to say in the way that you 
want to say it. This part of the process is called installation and it’s a creative process. We 
might even call it art. Now that doesn’t mean that you need any special skills to accomplish 
it. One of the great (and daunting) things about art is that—no matter how much an artist 
uses their skills to perfect what they are making—whoever is perceiving that art work might 
still read the work in a way that is misaligned with the artist’s intentions.  So, there is an aspect 
of the installation process that can’t always be predicted or controlled. When people look at 
displays—artistic or otherwise—they bring to that experience layers of particular knowledge, 
personal taste, emotions, relationships and even how they feel in their bodies at that given 
moment (e.g. people could be hungry, tired, energized, contemplative, etc.). That’s not to say 
that there aren’t rules or tried-and-true methods that have proven to produce certain readings 
and reactions in visitors to an exhibition; we’re simply presenting the unpredictability of a 
visitor’s reaction to an installation as a way of saying that almost any pairing of objects under 
the guise of an installation will produce some type of meaning in a thinking visitor—even if 
the pairing is completely random.   
 
All this being said it is important to understand how some modes of installation typically read. 
A fuller installation can feel generous to someone who wants to look at a lot of things, but it 
could feel claustrophobic to another person. An installation with very little in it could feel 
empty and—even—lazy to someone who equates labor with quality; but it might feel serene 
and vast to someone who associates emptiness with spirituality. Installations typically favor a 
pretty standard body type and ability. Think of what it might feel like to walk into a room of 
paintings hung at the eye-level of a six-year-old. This one move to hang a painting two feet 
below what we’ve become accustomed to seeing creates a disruption of expectations and 
communicates something to every viewer that enters that room. Because exhibition spaces 
tend to be in architectural structures—and most of those rooms are box shaped—the grid 
becomes the main thing that an installation reacts to. This is the case with the YOURSTUFF 
MUSEUM at Compound Yellow. The room is a big white cube and everything in the room 
follows the verticals and horizontals of the cube. Deciding to install something at an angle or 
outside of the rhythm of the grid will definitely provoke thoughts in your viewer. It then is 
up to you to decide what you might be communicating with that gesture. Not every diagonal 
gesture communicates critical thinking, sometimes a slanted picture or sculpture just reads as 
sloppy. Finally, there is a trend in installation practices to reconsider the floor and the ceiling 
of the spaces where they happen. This automatically expands where your viewer is looking 
and—again—disrupts the grid which can be very potent in the inoffensiveness of the white 
cube.  
 
It is important to remember that the sterility of the white cube makes every gesture that 
much more pronounced. Two ways to be as considerate as possible when examining your 
installation decisions is to ask for someone’s opinion or to take a photograph of what you 
have done. Sometimes this is enough to get you out of your own head.  


